Managed Services for Corporations

Drive Cost Predictability
into eDiscovery with Legility
eDiscovery Managed Services
Get control over your discovery data and legal
spend — with eDiscovery managed services,
you won’t have to rely on multiple law firms, vendors,
and third-party tools and technology to keep track
of your data.
We provide a customized and flexible discovery
management ecosystem with fully integrated best-ofbreed technologies and highest levels of data security.
Legility eDiscovery managed services delivers everything
you need to reliably perform eDiscovery along with
the workflow management to make services, software,
hardware, and processes work together seamlessly.
eDiscovery Managed Services for Corporations
For corporations, Legility offers the best of both worlds:
The control and cost savings of an in-house electronic
discovery department; with the speed, efficiency,
scalability and quality of a state-of-the-art dedicated
eDiscovery company.
Get the support, technology, and capabilities you
need across the entire electronic discovery workflow
— so you can focus on your key priorities. We understand
the realities of managing complex eDiscovery projects,
and deliver economies of scale, and importantly
— a predictable, monthly cost no matter what your
caseload looks like.

Legility eDiscovery Managed Services

eDiscovery Managed
Services for Corporations
With Legility’s eDiscovery
Managed Services:
•

Process and store
your eDiscovery data
in one place;

•

Get predictability over
eDiscovery spend;

•

Get the scale and
capacity to solve any
eDiscovery challenge

•

No need to invest in
hardware or software,
or rely on disparate
service providers for
every matter.

•

Minimize operations
burden, risk, and overall
cost of eDiscovery.

Managed Services for Corporations
Every eDiscovery managed services partnership
with Legility is tailored to the unique needs
of your organization, with technology options
available to fit your litigation load with the full
support of our experts and proven workflows
— while eliminating the need to purchase,

manage, and maintain hardware and
software, or engage with a services provider
for every single matter. We work with you to
design a managed services package to suit
your capacity and workflow requirements
at a fixed monthly cost.

Legility’s eDiscovery Managed Services Include:
Flexible, Predictable Pricing: We offer
predictable and transparent cost models.
Metrics are provided monthly and on demand.
Processing: Choose from several processing
options – whether you want to process data for
your clients or rely on our client service teams.
Hosting: Flexible technology options allow
you to be hands-on throughout early case
assessment, processing, review, and production
with secure data centers around the globe to
support data discovery.
Technology-Assisted Review: Legility Envize
delivers powerful analytics to help you focus
on the critical documents in an eDiscovery
review, prioritizing those that are most likely
to be responsive, to more efficiently manage
review for your clients. Or, you can use
Relativity Assisted Review.
Business Intelligence Dashboard: Legility
Spotlight is an advanced eDiscovery business
intelligence dashboard that delivers real-time
insight into data volumes, legal spend, and
cost metrics across your entire legal portfolio.
With Spotlight’s robust reporting capabilities,

you can report by case, jurisdiction, matter type,
or multiple combinations. You also get reporting
on storage, users, custodians and attorney
review speed and quality.
Storage Management: From the working files
generated during collection, processing, and
review to production data sets for opposing
counsel, every matter generates data. Managing
that data is operational overhead. Legility offers
storage and management to meet your projects’
demands: the highest-performing drives for
active matters, storage used for less frequently
accessed data, or archiving designed for ofﬂine
storage. We work with you to manage, track,
protect, and back up your data throughout each
project’s life cycle.
Chain-of-Custody & Media Tracking:
We meticulously track every piece of data that
comes in, how it moves through the eDiscovery
process, where data copies end up and what
happens to the original source files. We take
the day-to-day management burden away,
while you retain total control and visibility into
the process. A detailed chain of custody is
always at your fingertips.

Let’s change the business of legal together.
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